Introduction
============

Resection surgery is an efficient treatment of drug-resistant temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE). After unilateral anterior temporal lobectomy (ATL), more than 70% of patients with pharmacoresistant TLE attain significant improvement in seizure control and more than 55% are free of disabling seizures (Bien et al., [@B3]; Wiebe et al., [@B34]; Sindou et al., [@B32]). Since, in these patients, the hippocampus and the amygdala are parts of both the epileptic focus and the resection, memory processes (Rausch, [@B26]; Vaz, [@B33]; Ferguson et al., [@B9]) and emotional cognition (Shaw et al., [@B30]) have been widely assessed in TLE patients before and after ATL. However, this cortical removal not only concerns medial limbic structures, but also encompasses the temporal pole (BA38) and can largely extend to temporal gyri, in particular the superior temporal gyrus (STG, BA22). Thus, one main challenge of temporal lobe surgery has been to remove a sufficient amount of pathological tissue, without damaging tissue that is critical for normal language function, i.e. Wernicke area in the posterior portion of the STG. Consequently, verbal processes (naming, verbal memory, learning, etc.) have been extensively investigated in TLE patients after and before surgery and cortical language mapping procedures have been refined (see Hamberger, [@B14] for a review).

On the contrary and surprisingly enough, auditory processing, known to involve more anterior parts of the temporal lobe (anterior STG and temporal pole), has been poorly explored in TLE patients before and after ATL. Indeed, several lesion and neuroimaging studies have suggested a role of anterior temporal regions, which are part of the cortical resection in most ATLs, in non-verbal auditory integration and in memory processes, in particular in short-term memory of object-related auditory properties. Right anterior temporal lobectomies have been shown to induce deficits in the perception of pitch (Johnsrude et al., [@B16]) and timbre (Samson et al., [@B29]), and in the retention of pitch (Zatorre and Samson, [@B37]), melodies (Samson and Zatorre, [@B28]) and rhythm (Penhune et al., [@B25]). These anterior temporal excisions also disrupt music processing (Zatorre, [@B35]; Liegeois-Chauvel et al., [@B19]). Moreover, focal vascular lesions including the anterior part of the temporal lobe specifically impair the recognition of environmental sounds (Clarke et al., [@B5], [@B6]). Finally, the role of temporal regions, anterior to the primary auditory cortex (Heschl\'s gyrus), in the processing of object-related acoustic features has been shown in neuroimaging (Royet et al., [@B27]; Zatorre et al., [@B36]; Barrett and Hall, [@B2]; Altmann et al., [@B1]) and magnetoencephalography (Kaiser et al., [@B17]) studies. These regions were also found to be activated during a pitch memory task in a functional MRI study (Gaab et al., [@B10]). Altogether, these results suggest a role of the anterior temporal structures in the recognition and short-term memorization of non-verbal auditory objects.

The aim of the present study was therefore to assess non-verbal auditory cognition in TLE patients both before and after unilateral ATL. For this purpose, we developed a set of non-verbal auditory tests, including environmental sounds, to evaluate several cognitive auditory processes: auditory semantic identification, acoustic and object-related short-term memory, and sound extraction from a sound mixture. The performances of TLE patients before and/or after ATL were compared to those of healthy subjects.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Participants
------------

Twenty-seven TLE patients and 18 healthy controls participated in this study. The patients (see Table S1 in Supplementary Material) were suffering from pharmacologically resistant TLE and underwent a comprehensive noninvasive presurgical evaluation including MRI and scalp video-EEG recording of seizures. Patients with a diagnosis of dysplasia were excluded from this study. Out of 27, 11 patients underwent depth electrode recordings according to Talairach\'s procedure and two (\#9 and \#23) a gamma-knife surgery which failed to relieve their epilepsy. When it was necessary, a WADA test was performed before surgical treatment to assess language laterality and bilateral representation of memory processes. Otherwise, to avoid the invasive arteriography, the handedness preference of all the patients was simply inferred from the Edinburgh Inventory (Oldfield, [@B24]). All patients underwent a unilateral temporal resection (16 in the left hemisphere and 11 in the right) as a surgical treatment. In most cases, the extent of the temporal resection, based on clinical reasoning, included the unco-amygdalar complex, the hippocampus, and the temporal pole from 2 to 4 cm from the tip, up to 5 cm in the case of a complete temporal lobectomy (see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and Sindou and Guenot, [@B31] for more details). All resection were restricted as to spare the Heschl\'s gyrus and language areas. The extent of the resection has been controlled on a postoperative MRI. One patient was excluded from further analysis because of atypical surgical procedure (temporal polectomy only).

![**Unilateral anterior temporal lobectomy: usual extent of resection**. Post-operative MRI scans: (**A**) para-sagittal slice; (**B**) horizontal slice through the temporo-mesial structures; and **(C)** horizontal slice through the superior temporal gyrus (most superior aspect of the anterior temporal polectomy). The removal of the most anterior part of the superior temporal gyrus (planum polare) can extend more or less posteriorly according to the patient, but never encroached into the Heschl\'s gyrus. HG, Heschl\'s gyrus (red); STG, superior temporal gyrus (orange), green arrow: hippocampectomy, yellow star, anterior temporal polectomy.](fnhum-03-042-g001){#F1}

At the time of postoperative testing all the patients included in this study were seizure free (Engel\'s class I.a to I.c). Patients were examined at the Department of Functional Neurology and Epilepsy, Neurological Hospital, Lyon, France. They had auditory testing as part of the detailed neuropsychological evaluation that is performed routinely before and after epilepsy surgery in these patients. All patients gave their informed consent to participate in the study.

At the time of testing, 22 patients were under antiepileptic medication, mostly under carbamazepine (*n* = 14). In patients pre- and postoperatively tested, the medication remained unchanged. Patients tested more than 2 years postoperatively were either free of medication or under the same medication for several months or years.

Three patients only tested before surgery, 15 only after surgery and 8 both before and after surgery were included for further analysis. We have considered two independent groups of patients: patients tested before (mean delay: 14 days) surgery (PRE, *n* = 11) and patients tested after (mean delay: 34 months) surgery (POST, *n* = 23). These groups could be compared to the control population (C, *n* = 18). Eight patients (PRE-POST) were tested both before (mean delay: 16 days) and after surgery (mean delay: 3.4 months).

All patients had a sufficient understanding of the tasks, were able to keep focused during the whole duration of the tests (about 1 h 30 min) and were motivated in performing them.

The healthy control subjects were selected to match the patients as closely as possible in terms of age, sex, education level and handedness preference (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). We found no laterality quotient differences between patients and control subjects (non-paired Mann--Whitney *U*-tests, *P* \> 0.17). The 18 healthy controls had no history of neurological disease nor hearing complaint. All control subjects gave their informed consent to participate in the study.

###### 

**Characteristics of the different groups of participants**.

                 *n*   Age (years)   Sex distribution (%)   LQ   Education (years)        
  -------------- ----- ------------- ---------------------- ---- ------------------- ---- ------
  C              18    37            11.2                   61   39                  65   13.0
  PRE            11    41            12.7                   46   54                  87   11.0
  POST           23    43            10.7                   57   43                  87   11.1
  PRE-POST       8     45            12.8                   50   50                  84   10.1
  All patients   26    43            11.1                   58   42                  88   11.3

*The characteristics are indicated after exclusion of one patient with atypical surgical procedure (\#27). C, control group; LQ, laterality quotient (Edinburgh Handedness Inventory), PRE, pre-operatively tested patient group; PRE-POST, pre- and post-operatively tested patient group; POST, post-operatively tested patient group; SD, standard deviation*.

Material and procedure
----------------------

A set of seven non-verbal auditory tests, mostly inspired by previous studies in brain-damaged patients (Clarke et al., [@B4]), was presented to each participant in a single session. Patients were all tested in a quiet room at the Neurological Hospital in Lyon. Control subjects were tested in a quiet room either at the Neurological Hospital or at INSERM U821 laboratory. Sounds were delivered with Presentation software (<http://www.neurobs.com/presentation>) in inserted earphones (SONY MDR E818LP), at the intensity level judged most comfortable by the subject. Each test was presented monaurally, once in each ear, in a random balanced way between ipsilateral and controlateral ears to the epileptic focus or ATL (between right and lefts ears in control subjects). During the whole duration of each test (except for the semantic identification one), the schematized instructions were presented on a computer screen in front of the participant. The session always began with the two auditory modulation detection tests. Then, the two acoustic short-term memorization tests were presented in random order, followed by the auditory object short-term memorization and the sound extraction tests in random order, and by the auditory semantic identification test.

### Environmental sound database

In four of the seven tests, the stimuli were environmental sounds from several origins: Anne GUILLAUME\'s sound library (Guillaume et al., [@B13]); audio CDs: sound library sonoteca, Mon imagier sonore (Olivier Tallec, Gallimard Jeunesse), Sound effects (DOM); and various websites: [http://www.cofc.edu/∼marcellm/confronta-tion%20sound%20naming/confront.htm](http://www.cofc.edu/∼marcellm/confronta-tion%20sound%20naming/confront.htm) (Marcell et al., [@B20]), <http://www.findsounds.com/>, <http://www.sound-effects-library.com/>, and <http://www.sounddogs.com/>. When necessary, sounds were re-sampled at 44 kHz on 16 bits and edited to last 1 s, with Sound Forge software (SONY). All sounds were then RMS normalized with MATLAB (Mathworks). Finally, loudness was subjectively equalized by two listeners.

From 200 environmental sounds, 46 highly recognizable sounds and about 100 recognizable sounds were selected according to naming tests in seven normal subjects.

In order to build a database of clearly recognizable sounds, about 200 environmental sounds were presented to seven normal subjects who had to name them. Three categories of sounds were distinguished after this procedure:

i.  a category of 46 highly recognizable sounds (correctly named by more than four of the seven subjects);

ii. a category of about 100 recognizable sounds (correctly named by three or four of the seven subjects);

iii. the non recognizable sounds.

The 46 sounds (see list in Supplementary Material) were used in the four tests with environmental sounds, and in each block, their order was pseudo-randomized so that semantically related sounds were not presented in successive trials.

For each of the 46 highly recognizable environmental sounds, we constructed (Adobe Audition software) three sound mixtures that gave the impression of a complex and natural (semantically coherent) auditory scene and we RMS normalized the mixtures. Then, each highly recognizable environmental sound could be added to each corresponding mixture 0.6, 1.1 or 1.6 s after the mixture onset (equibrobably randomized across trials). The amplitude of the target sound in the mixture was attenuated to 33% of the amplitude of the same sound presented alone.

### Auditory modulation detection tests

These tests included a sequence of 40 sounds (800 ms duration and carrier or central frequency equiprobably chosen between 800, 1000 and 1200 Hz). For intensity modulation detection, half of them were amplitude modulated at 10 Hz (sine wave, modulation depth equiprobably chosen between 30, 60 and 90%, see examples in Supplementary Material). For frequency modulation detection, half of them were modulated in frequency at 10 Hz (sine wave, see examples in Supplementary Material). The range of frequency modulation was chosen as a multiple (±4, 8 or 12 times) of the just noticeable frequency difference (JNFD) around each central frequency. The JNFD was estimated following the equation proposed by Nelson et al. ([@B23]) and resulted in 2.3, 2.7 or 3.1 Hz for 800, 1000 or 1200 Hz sound, respectively. Participants were instructed to press the left (right) button of a mouse when they (did not) perceived the sound as being modulated in amplitude or in frequency. The following stimulus was delivered between 1300 and 1700 ms after the button press.

### Auditory short-term memory tests

Short-term memory was tested with classical delayed match-to-sample task. Each trial was composed of an acoustic signal (4 harmonic sound, 50 ms duration, fundamental frequency 600 Hz) announcing the onset of the trial, a 500 ms silent period, a first sound, a silent delay (duration equiprobably chosen between 1.5, 2 and 2.5 s) and a second sound to compare to the first one. Participants were instructed to press the left (right) button of a mouse if the two sounds were identical (different). The following trial started between 1300 and 1700 ms after button press.

#### Acoustic short-term memorization of pure tones

The sounds to compare were pure tones (300 ms duration, frequency equiprobably chosen between 800, 1000 and 1200 Hz). In half of the trials, the two pure tones had the same frequency. In the other half of the trials, the difference in frequency between the two pure tones was randomly chosen between ±15 or 30 times the JNDF (2.3, 2.7 or 3.1 Hz for 800, 1000 or 1200 Hz sound, respectively) at the frequency of the first tone.

#### Acoustic short-term memorization of environmental sounds

The sounds to compare were highly recognizable environmental sounds (1 s duration). In half of the trials, the two environmental sounds were the same (same overall pitch). In the other half of the trials, the second environmental sound was similar to the first one but with its overall pitch rose by five semi-tones (modification with Sound Forge software, see examples in Supplementary Material).

#### Auditory object short-term memorization

The sounds to compare were two acoustically different environmental sounds. In half of the trials, the two sounds referred to the same auditory object or scene (e.g. a car starting up). In the other half, the two sounds referred to different auditory scenes (e.g. a car starting up and a motorbike starting up). To ensure an explicit identification of the auditory scenes evoked by the environmental sounds, the two sounds to compare were different but acoustically close (subjectively estimated), so that using acoustical cues only would not have been sufficient to correctly perform the task (see a list of the sound pairs in Supplementary Material). The first sound of each trial was chosen from the highly recognizable environmental sounds, and the second one was chosen from the highly recognizable or recognizable environmental sounds (see above). Participants were instructed to press the left (right) button if the two sounds (did not) referred to the same auditory scene or object (see examples in Supplementary Material).

#### Short-term memorization and extraction of an environmental sound within a sound mixture

A highly recognizable single environmental sound was followed by a mixture of environmental sounds (3 s duration). In half of the trials, the single environmental sound was present in the sound mixture (left button press) whereas in the other half of the trials, it was not (right button press).

### Auditory semantic identification

Auditory semantic identification was tested by auditory-to-visual matching. The participant was presented with a highly recognizable environmental sound followed by five drawings presented on a video-display. These five drawings had the following types of relationship with the sound (e.g. a car starting up):

i.  the correct object (a car);

ii. a different object acoustically and semantically related to the correct one (a motorbike);

iii. a different object acoustically but not semantically related (a lawn-mower);

iv. a different object semantically but not acoustically related (a high-speed train);

v.  an object neither acoustically nor semantically related to the correct one (a dog).

The five-drawing lay-out on a white screen was an irregular pentagon pointing up (relative position of each drawing was randomized from trial to trial). Participants had to select the picture best corresponding to the sound by pressing the touch-sensitive video-display with one of their fingers.

Drawings were collected from various sources: the book "Imagier du Père Castor" (Flammarion-Pere Castor, Paris), the website <http://office.microsoft.com/fr-fr/clipart/>, or specifically created by an illustrator (Sylvain CHABOT, <http://actucom.fr/crea/ill_imagier.php>).

Statistical analysis
--------------------

We used both Statistica (StatSoft Inc., USA) and Statview (SAS Institute) software for the statistical analysis of the correct response rates (CR%) and the reaction times (RTs). As the data were not normally distributed and the compared groups were small, only non-parametric tests were used. RTs were not considered in the semantic identification test since it required a complex motor response.

Because of some technical problems, the CR% and RTs of some participants, in a particular test, could not be collected. These missing values were replaced by the mean of the concerned population in this specific test (one or two missing values in six patients). For each test, the comparison of ipsilateral and controlateral CR% and RTs (obtained from sound stimulation in the ipsilateral and controlateral ears to the epileptic focus or ATL, respectively) within each patient population (PRE and POST) was assessed by paired Wilcoxon tests. The comparison of CR% and RTs between each pair of populations was assessed by non-paired Mann--Whitney *U*-tests. The comparison of CR% and RTs before and after resection, within the PRE-POST population was assessed by paired Wilcoxon tests.

Within the POST population with strong right handedness preference (laterality quotient \>75%), two separate groups were considered according to the side of the ATL, left (*n* = 11) or right (*n* = 9). Moreover, within the POST population, two separate groups were considered according to the size of STG resection, either equal to 2 cm (*n* = 11) or at least 2.5 cm (*n* = 11) from the tip of the temporal pole. Finally, within the POST population, two separate groups were considered according to the postoperative delay (time between testing and surgical treatment), either inferior to 4 months (*n* = 9) or superior to 2 years (*n* = 11). Two-by-two group comparisons of the CR% were performed with non-paired Mann--Whitney *U*-tests.

Results
=======

Effect of the side of sound presentation
----------------------------------------

The results were first analyzed according to the side of sound presentation, ipsilateral (IPSI) or controlateral (CONTRO) to the epilepsy focus or to the brain resection. In both PRE and POST populations, no significant difference was found between IPSI and CONTRO CR% or RTs, in any of the seven auditory tests (*P* \> 0.07). In the control population, CR% and RTs after left and right stimulations were not found significantly different in any auditory test (*P* \> 0.11). Since no difference was observed according to the side of sound presentation, IPSI and CONTRO (or left and right) CR% and RTs were averaged for further analyses.

Group effects
-------------

PRE and POST patient groups were both found to be less accurate than the control group in all short-term memory tests and in the identification test: acoustic short-term memorization of pure tones (POST vs C: *U* = 102,*Z* = 2.77, *P* = 0.005; PRE vs C: *U* = 41.5, *Z* = 2.60, *P* = 0.008), acoustic short-term memorization of environmental tones (POST vs C: *U* = 114.5,*Z* = 2.43, *P* = 0.014; PRE vs C: *U* = 50, *Z* = 2.21, *P* = 0.028), auditory object short-term memorization (POST vs C: *U* = 127,*Z* = 2.11, *P* = 0.036; PRE vs C: *U* = 46.5, *Z* = 2.37, *P = *0.016), environmental sound memorization and extraction (POST vs C: *U* = 83, *Z* = 3.26, *P* \< 0.001; PRE vs C: *U* = 24.5, *Z* = 3.36, *P* \< 0.001) and semantic identification (POST vs C: *U* = 84, *Z* = 3.23, *P* \< 0.001; PRE vs C: *U* = 20, *Z* = 3.56, *P* \< 0.001). No significant group difference was observed in the two modulation detection tests (*P* \> 0.06). The two patient groups (PRE and POST) were not found to differ significantly from one another in any of the seven auditory tests (*P* \> 0.16). On RTs no significant group effect was found in any of the six auditory tests (*P* \> 0.05) (Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Mean percentage of correct responses and standard error obtained for each auditory test in each group (PRE in orange, POST in brown and C in white)**. The significant differences between groups (Mann--Whitney tests) are indicated (\**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01, \*\*\**P* \< 0.001). C, control group (*n* = 18); DETECT, detection; IDENTIF, identification; MEM, short-term memorization; PT, pure tones; PRE, preoperatively tested patient group (*n* = 11); POST, postoperatively tested patient group (*n* = 23).](fnhum-03-042-g002){#F2}

![**Mean percentage of correct responses and standard error obtained before (in orange) and after (in brown) surgery in the PRE-POST group (*n* = 8), for each auditory test**. No significant difference (Wilcoxon tests) has been found between mean percentage of correct responses before and after surgery. DETECT, detection; IDENTIF, identification; MEM, short-term memorization; PT, pure tones.](fnhum-03-042-g003){#F3}

Eight patients (PRE-POST) were tested before surgical treatment and 3 to 4 months after. No significant difference between before and after surgery was found in both CR% (*P* \> 0.09) and RTs (*P* \> 0.20), in any auditory test.

Effect of the ATL side
----------------------

In order to search for inter-hemispheric differences, the POST population with strong right handedness was fractionated in two groups according to the ATL side, left (*n* = 11) or right (*n* = 9). No significant effect of ATL side on CR% (*P* \> 0.09) was found in any auditory test.

Effect of the STG resection extent
----------------------------------

In order to specify the role of the anterior STG in auditory processes, the POST population was fractionated in two groups according to the extent of the STG resection from the tip of the temporal pole, either equal to 2 cm (*n* = 11) or at least 2.5 cm (*n* = 11). Accuracy after large STG resection (≥2.5 cm) was significantly worse than those after a smaller STG resection (=2 cm) in the acoustic short-term memorization of pure tone test, only (*P *= 0.047). No significant difference was observed in any other test (*P* \> 0.24) (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A).

![**Mean percentage of correct responses and standard error obtained for each auditory test in sub-groups of the POST group**. **(A)** The POST group was fractionated into two sub-groups according to the STG resection extent: POST patients with a STG resection equal to 2 cm (orange, *n* = 11) and POST patients with a STG resection superior or equal to 2.5 cm (brown, *n* = 11). The only significant difference between these two groups (Mann--Whitney tests) is indicated (\**P* \< 0.05). **(B)** The POST group was fractionated into two sub-groups according to the postoperative delay: POST patients tested after a short delay between 3 and 4 months (orange, *n* = 9) and POST patients tested after a long delay superior to 2 years (brown, *n* = 11). No significant difference (Mann--Whitney tests) has been found between these two groups. DETECT, detection; IDENTIF, identification; MEM, short-term memorization; PT, pure tones; POST, postoperatively tested patients.](fnhum-03-042-g004){#F4}

Effect of the post-surgery delay and of the medication
------------------------------------------------------

The POST population was heterogeneous both in terms of medication and post-operative delay. Patients tested between 3 and 4 months post-operatively were still under the same strong medication as before surgical treatment, whereas patients tested at least 2 years post-operatively were under light or no medication. The POST population was fractionated according to the delay: either short (3--4 months; *n* = 9); or long (\>2 years; *n* = 11). No significant effect of post-operative delay on CR% (*P* \> 0.33) was found in any auditory test (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B).

Semantic identification of non-verbal sounds
--------------------------------------------

As shown above, both PRE and POST patients were significantly less accurate than control subjects in the semantic identification test. The types of incorrect responses observed in this test were analyzed. Both PRE and POST patients show a greater percentage of errors semantically but not acoustically related to the correct answer than control subjects, however only the difference between PRE and C groups reach significance (*P *= 0.049) (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Mean percentage and standard error of the different types of incorrect responses in the semantic identification test, in each group (PRE in orange, POST in brown and C in white)**. Errors could be either acoustically and semantically related to the correct answer, or only acoustically related, or only semantically related, or not related at all, or due to an absence of response. The only significant difference between groups (Mann--Whitney tests) is indicated (\**P* \< 0.05). C, control group (*n* = 18); PRE, preoperatively tested patient group (*n* = 11); POST, postoperatively tested patient group (*n* = 23).](fnhum-03-042-g005){#F5}

Discussion
==========

These behavioural results show that specific auditory cognitive functions can be deficient in TLE patients both before and after ATL. More precisely, retention of pure tone or environmental sound pitch, and environmental sound identification and short-term memorisation were found to be impaired whereas simple intensity and frequency modulation detections were preserved.

Deficit specificity
-------------------

The results highly suggest that TLE patients present specific deficits in the retention of pitch, both before and after ATL. Indeed, they are impaired in retention of pure tone and environmental sound pitch but not in frequency modulation detection.

TLE patients also present impairments in identification of non-verbal sounds. Thus, the lower performances observed in the auditory object short-term memorisation task can be ascribed to impairments in both identification and short-term memorization of an auditory scene evoked by an environmental sound. Besides, our findings suggest that these patients might not have specific difficulties in the extraction of an environmental sound in an auditory scene. Indeed, in this task, also involving short-term memory processes, the deficits are of similar severity than those observed in the two other short-term memory tasks (pitch-based and object-based) using environmental sounds.

All deficits observed in TLE patients before and after ATL are characterized by poorer accuracy but similar speed in their responses compared to the control group. Since patients and subjects were not asked to respond quickly but to be accurate, it seems that TLE patients did not need more time than control subjects to make their choice even if incorrect. Therefore, their deficits are most likely related to impairments in specific auditory processing rather than to a general slowing down of their cognitive functions.

The analysis of the deficits after ATL according to the postoperative delay shows that patients present similar impairments when tested 3--4 months or more than 2 years after ATL. Since medication decreases with the postoperative delay (no or light medication after 2 years), it is unlikely that the observed deficits after ATL could be attributed to medication, nor to postoperative delay. It also seems that there is no functional reorganisation post-surgery to compensate the deficits.

Therefore, these findings support that, TLE patients present, both before and after ATL, specific deficits in pitch retention, and in identification and short-term memorisation of environmental sounds.

Similar auditory deficits in TLE patients before and after ATL
--------------------------------------------------------------

The most striking results of this study are the similar deficits observed in TLE patients before and after ATL. Thus, auditory deficits were present prior to surgery and surgery does not add to these already present deficits. This suggests that epileptic neuropathological processes induced a network of brain dysfunctions and thus disrupted auditory cognitive processes. Since 8 out of the 11 patients tested before ATL presented a hippocampal atrophy, the observed deficits in auditory short-term memorisation could be directly related to a damaged hippocampus in TLE. A previous study has reported deficits in TLE patients irrespective of the presence of overt damage, suggesting that focal epileptic discharges, rather than the lesions themselves, are responsible for the deficits (Giovagnoli and Avanzini, [@B11]). It is thus possible that impairments observed in TLE patients are due to atrophic tissues and/or epileptic discharges disrupting the normal neural activity. Further studies may investigate if the severity of the auditory deficits is related to the progression of the epilepsy.

In the following, we discuss our results in light of previous studies investigating memory and auditory processes in TLE patients before or after ATL. Since few of them compare deficits before and after surgery, we successively discuss deficits before and after surgery.

Auditory deficits in TLE patients
---------------------------------

Auditory difficulties induced by TLE have received little attention. Deficits in auditory memory processes (Dulay et al., [@B7]) and in the discrimination of rapid auditory sequences (Ehrle et al., [@B8]) have been related to hippocampal atrophy. A recent study suggests that TLE patients present impairments in the detection of auditory duration patterns and in verbal or non-verbal dichotic tests (Meneguello et al., [@B21]). In the verbal and visual domains, memory deficits, including short-term memory (Giovagnoli and Avanzini, [@B11]), have been widely investigated in TLE patients (see Hoppe et al., [@B15] for a review). TLE patients also present impairments in semantic memory (Giovagnoli et al., [@B12]), i.e. they show lack of conceptual knowledge which is known to be critical in object and sound identification. In particular, they are less accurate in a word-to-picture matching test similar to our audio-to-visual matching test with oral nouns instead of environmental sounds (Messas et al., [@B22]).

The present study refines these previous findings and extends them to pitch retention and short-term memorisation of environmental sounds, and to our knowledge, is the first one to demonstrate deficits in semantic identification of non-verbal sounds in TLE patients.

Auditory deficits in TLE patients after ATL
-------------------------------------------

Auditory deficits in TLE patients after ATL have mainly been investigated in comparison with a control population and not in the same patients before ATL. These studies found that TLE patients after ATL present no deficit in a simple pitch discrimination task (Johnsrude et al., [@B16]), but impairments in short-term memorisation of harmonic sound pitch (Zatorre and Samson, [@B37]) and of bird songs (Lancelot et al., [@B18]). Our results after ATL are consistent with these previous works, but since we already observed similar deficits in TLE patients before surgery, our findings further suggest that auditory deficits observed in TLE patients after ATL are most likely due to the epilepsy itself than to the brain resection.

Interestingly, the impairments in identification of non-verbal environmental sounds we observed in TLE patients are similar to specific deficits in the recognition of environmental sounds previously reported in patients with focal vascular lesion of the anterior temporal lobe (Clarke et al., [@B5], [@B6]). Therefore, the deficits in identification of non-verbal environmental sounds in TLE patients might be related to epileptic neuropathological processes within the anterior temporal lobe.

We also found that deficits in retention of pure tone pitch were increased if the resection of STG extended posteriorly. This suggests that the retention of pure tone pitch requires the integrity of a part of the STG, anterior to the Heschl\'s gyrus. This complements previous findings showing deficits for retention of pure tone pitch after ATL including anterior STG, and even sometimes encroaching onto Heschl\'s gyrus (Zatorre and Samson, [@B37]).

Conclusion
----------

The present study shows that basic acoustic processing is preserved whereas non-verbal auditory cognitive functions, such as pitch retention, and identification and short-term memorisation of environmental sounds, are impaired in TLE patients before and after ATL. Thus, auditory deficits in TLE patients, which have been underestimated so far, should receive more interest in the future. Since, TLE patients show similar impairments before and after ATL, it is most likely that the deficits observed after ATL are related to epileptic neuropathological processes. Therefore, in patients with drug-resistant TLE, ATL seems to significantly improve seizure control without producing additional auditory deficits.
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